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How to Solve Present
Data Storage Challenges:
Storage Analytics and Storage Management
as Tools to Gain Overview, Efficiency and Control.
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Introduction
Data Storage proliferates in todays IT. It seems that
the more storage exists in a setup the faster it will fill
up and needs expansion. This seems to be the case
for all storage categories whether SAN, NAS, direct
attached storage like RAID or cloud storage is used.
In most companies there are storage products by
different vendors in place. Additionally, multiple storage categories (SAN, NAS, DAS, Cloud) work side-byside and multiple interfaces are part of the setup.

Benefits of storage analytics
and data management
with DataIntell

With this come challenges to keep track of what happens
on the storage, where attention is needed, what needs to
be expanded and where might be risks for bottlenecks
and interruptions. This makes it necessary to manage
storage.
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What is storage management?

What is storage
management?

Storage management aims to manage the files on storage devices.
When storage gets filled up completely it might get unresponsive
or even stop working. To avoid this, storage management observes
all storage devices and plans ahead for expansions to avoid possible
interruptions.

Most storage devices come with a tool to check on their present
status. All operating systems allow to check for file count and used
space on a given storage device. Remote work calls increasingly
for remote storage management. Data retention policies influence
storage management. Data retention specifies what data need to
be kept for how long for operation and compliance reasons. Planning and implementing backup, replication and archive are also
part of storage management.
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What is storage management?

An example of consequences of limited insight
into storage is filled up storage. Storage that is
filled up is dangerous. Not only does it become
more difficult to find projects and files when the
file count increases. Storage can become slow,
unresponsive, unpredictable in behavior and
even lose files when filled up close to 100%. This
situation has to be avoided or even anticipated
before it occurs.

Advantages of
storage management
Efficient storage management provides all users with the storage capacity
and performance they need for their tasks. Fulfilling this goal needs insights
into the usage patterns, growth rates, effects of new projects and much
more. When all relevant information is available opportunities for storage
optimization and efficient expansion become visible.
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What is storage analytics?
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What is storage
analytics?

Before storage can be managed, it is necessary to have insight into
what happens on the specific storage device. Storage analytics
collects metrics data about data storage and offers information and
statistics about the storage device.

This information shows the current state, usage trends and storage
dynamics over time. Storage analytics helps to improve storage

management, increases efficiency, optimizes control and planning.

Anticipating developments that can lead to bottlenecks or
interruptions is one important benefit of storage analytics.

Open questions about storage,
SAN, NAS, RAID and Cloud
How many storage devices are in your setup?
How can you monitor your storage?
How much capacity is left and available and where?
What file types take up most space?
Where is the fastest growth and the most urgent
need to expand or move data?
What are trends in the usage of the storage?
What happens on the storage when a new project starts?
Where do you have duplicate projects and files?
Where is data that has not been touched for months and can move
to the archive?
Where can cost be optimized?
Where is investment for expansion most efficient and when is it necessary?
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What is multi-vendor storage analytics?

What is multi-vendor
storage analytics?
Multi-vendor storage analytics collects and offers
statistics of storage devices of multiple vendors. This
way, storage analytics offers one place to collect
data of all storage devices. The whole storage setup
consisting of multiple devices by multiple vendors
can be called the storage landscape.
Multi-vendor storage analytics creates a singlesource-of-truth concerning the storage landscape.
Compared to using different tools for each storage
device, this improves manageability considerably
and reduces the time necessary to gather
information. Some results are almost only possible
with multi-vendor storage analytics like finding
duplicate files on different devices, comparing trends
of different storage devices and comparing cost
of different storage devices.

Intelligent storage analytics can
offer additionally automated
services like
Calculate pricing of each file and directory
 ending alerts when a threshold is reached
S
on a specific device
 racking projects scattered over different
T
storage products.
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Benefits of multi-vendor storage analytics

Benefits of multi-vendor
storage analytics:
 isplay of all storage devices and their status on-premise
D
and off-site in one interface
Discovering usage trends across the complete storage setup

Anticipation of possible bottlenecks and interruptions
Discovering true cost of specific files and directories

Rational data basis for storage and workflow decisions
Optimization of workflow and data flow
Cost optimization
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What is data analytics?

What is data
analytics?
Data analytics looks at the files and directories that reside on a storage
device. Where is a file, what does it cost, is there a duplicate, has it been
used in recent times are the questions that data analytics can answer.
Data analytics helps to decide if files can be archived and removed from
production storage.

?

To keep control over the expanding storage setup with
multiple devices by multiple vendors storage analytics and
storage managements are essential. To reduce complexity,
using one tool that gathers and displays information on all
storage SAN, NAS, DAS and cloud makes most sense.
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One solution for on-prem and cloud storage

One solution for on-prem
and cloud storage
Storage analytics by DataIntell offers the complete perspective on
all storage categories, SAN, NAS, DAS and cloud storage. It displays
information about all storage devices in one place independent of
storage vendor and product. All RAID, SAN, NAS, disk, SSD/NVME and
cloud storage in use are analyzed and displayed. This results in an
unprecedented

overview

and

insight

into

the

present

storage

landscape, the current state and dynamics over time. There is even an
integration with Archiware´s P5 Archive to display the status of the
archive storage (on disk, LTO tape or cloud).
To complete the picture of what is happening on the different storage
devices DataIntell offers timelines that display the filling state of each
storage over time. This way it is easy to discover where expansion might
be necessary or where there might be dormant capacity or unused data.
The powerful search feature finds specific files and can help to identify
cause for spikes.
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Benefits of storage analytics and data management
with DataIntell

Benefits of storage analytics
and data management
with DataIntell
One solution for storage management of SAN, NAS,

DAS and cloud
Constant overview of the storage landscape
Watch specific file sets or directories
Find and remove duplicates
Increasing efficiency of existing storage
Receiving notifications when thresholds are

reached
Improving the structure of the storage setup

and workflow
Planning ahead for necessary storage expansions
Find unused "cold" data that should be archived

With storage and data analytics decisions and
investments become fact-based and rational.
Planning and anticipating dynamics increase
efficiency and avoid emergency situations.
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